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At some point in every business there comes a time when  
  expansion and growth become crucial to the survival and  
     success of the company; however, the path to raising 

and efficiently allocating resources for expansion is complex and 
paved with many uncertainties. 

The expectations of businesses for their own growth has been 
historically burdened by global economic uncertainty as well 
as national policy changes and amendments in the Canadian 
tax system, especially over the last couple of years. As a result, 
business growth into new markets and export as well as capital 
investment and infrastructure development, which are all 
essential to growth, have been associated with a substantial risk 
factor.  

Government funding solutions dramatically reduce the risk 
associated with expansion by allowing companies to make more 
substantial investments with increased return opportunity, which 
the company may not have been able to fund on its own. This can 
translate into machinery with increased production efficiency, 
infrastructure with reduced costs of maintenance, or promotional 
materials with increased marketing influence.  

Including government funding solutions during the initial stages 
of strategic growth planning provides increased opportunities for 
expansion that may not have been previously conceived as possible 
and allows the company to develop its growth plans in accordance 
with specific program eligibility guidelines, thereby, increasing its 
chances of receiving funding.  
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Within the agricultural industry, major federal sources of funding 
have recently been announced as part of the new Growing 
Forward 2 policy framework. The new policy framework features 
a 50% increase in governments’ cost-shared investments and will 
come into play in April 2013 when the current Growing Forward 
(GF) policy framework expires to continue supporting and 
enhancing innovation, competitiveness and market development 
in Canada. 

The five-year, $3 billion Growing Forward 2 initiative aims to 
provide flexible programs in accordance with regional needs 
and national goals as well as improved regulatory processes and 
cooperation to support competitiveness and innovation.

Three new programs have been recently announced under 
Growing Forward 2 that will be opening in April 2013 and are 
currently accepting early applications including AgriInnovation, 
AgriMarketing and AgriCompetitiveness. Companies in the 
agriculture, agri-food and agri-based products industry can now 
submit early applications to receive grants or loans for various 
activities involved in product development, commercialization, 
marketing and export.  

Growing Agri Businesses Further
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Industry-led Research and Development Stream (Grant):  
$5M (Agri-science project); $20M (Agri-science cluster). 
Supports pre-commercialization R&D and knowledge 
transfer leading to innovative practices, processes and 
products. If you are pursuing any of the following activities 
you may be eligible:  

     Targeted applied science R&D activities that address  
     sector priorities, increase market opportunities and          
     foster innovation; 
     Research relating to product, practice, process/  
     technology development;
     Projects that pilot, test solutions and explore/adapt    
     technologies;
     Knowledge transfer and development of science and  
     technology from the bench to the field.    

Product Development and  
Commercialization: AgriInnovation 

Eligible companies can receive funding to cover the costs of 
administration, salaries/benefits, contracted services, travel 
and capital assets.

Other direct project costs for product development and 
marketing that are covered include: lease of facilities/ 
equipment/machinery; shipping/transportation costs; 
licenses/permits; start up costs; production of required 
materials in second official language/translation; 
marketing costs; required materials/consumables; printing, 
disseminating project results to stakeholders; conference 
and registration fees; trade show participation/attendance; 
marketing and advertising.

Commercialization Stream (Interest free loan): $10M. 
Supports demonstration, commercialization and adoption of 
innovative products, technologies, processes or services to 
reduce the financial risk associated with late-stage activities. 
If you are pursuing any of the following activities you may be 
eligible: 

     Adoption/commercialization of innovative agri-products,    
     technologies, processes or services;
     Pre-commercial demonstration of innovative agri- 
     products, technologies, processes or services involving  
     demonstration needed to acquire certifications necessary  
     for commercial operation; sample production for market  
     validation; creation of a reference or showcase site;  
     demonstration to a targeted user to secure a key customer  
     necessary to penetrate the market. 

The above activities may include: construction, expansion 
or modernization of a facility or site to demonstrate, 
commercialize or adopt an innovative agri- product, 
technology, process or service; purchase and installation of 
equipment; training and development of staff for the project; 
marketing activities where they form a minor component of 
a project.

Market Expansion and Export: AgriMarketing 

AgriMarketing is a five-year, $341 million program designed 
to improve sector competitiveness in domestic and 
international markets. Priority will be given to applications 
submitted before March 15, 2013.

Market Development Stream: $50,000 per year for SME’s; 
$2.5 million per year for non-profit recipients. Seeks to 
support Canada’s expansion in domestic and export markets, 
promote Canadian products and producers and ensure that 
market requirements are met. If you are pursuing any of the 
following activities you may be eligible:

     Developing/implementing market development/branding    
     strategies;
     Conducting incoming/outgoing and exploratory missions; 
     Participating/attending trade shows;
     Training for foreign buyers;
     Industry wide branding promotion and advertising.

Assurance Systems Stream (non-profit and academia): 
Supports the development of Canadian food safety, 
animal and plant health surveillance, quality standards and 
traceability systems and tools. If you are pursuing any of the 
following activities you may be eligible: 

     Development of national assurance systems, standards  
     and tools to support implementation; 
     Communication, knowledge transfer and awareness  
     activities;
     Integration of national assurance systems; 
     Benchmarking of national systems/standards to    
     international/private standards;
     Management of a single, national multi species traceability    
     database/zoning site.     

AgriInnovation is a five-year, $468 million program designed 
to accelerate the pace of innovation and commercialization 
of innovative products, technologies, processes, practices 
and services. 
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As a business, deciding to purchase new equipment can    
  be a tough decision to make when capital is not readily  
    available. The Canadian government understands the 

importance of government incentives to assist companies 
develop and expand their business through capital 
acquisitions and, as a result, has created several programs to 
provide funding assistance.  

Specifically, the CME SMART Prosperity Now initiative and 
the Southwestern Ontario Development Fund (SWODF) 
have become invaluable sources of funding for companies to 
support such initiatives. 

In January 2012, the Government of Canada invested 
$18.9 million in SMART Prosperity Now, with the goal of 
helping manufacturers of southern Ontario improve their 
productivity and competitiveness in global markets. Atlantic 
Braids is a perfect example of a successful candidate of the 
SMART program. As the leading Canadian manufacturer 
of braided rope and cordage products, Atlantic Braids 
applied for funding to assist in the replacement of outdated 
equipment. With SMART funding, the company was able to 
purchase new high tech rope equipment, which has resulted 
in a 150% increase in overall company productivity. 

Based on the successful impact of the Eastern Ontario 
Development Fund (EODF), the new SWODF was created to 
provide eligible companies with up to $1.5 million to support 
regional economic development within Southwestern 
Ontario. 

The fund will not only assist in the purchasing of new 
equipment/machinery but will also help fund any facility 
modifications and implement skills training for staff. 
Lambton Conveyor Limited is one of the first successful 
applicants of SWODF. Through the fund, this company 
has been able to expand its facility to accommodate new 
equipment and become more competitive in new markets as 
well as created 100 new jobs. 

Government assistance has truly been beneficial to Canadian 
companies in these tough economic times. Funding has 
supported companies to remain efficient and competitive 
on a global stage but has also ensured quality jobs for the 
Canadian people. Application deadlines for certain programs 
are approaching, so it is important to understand what 
funding is available to your business and make sure that you 
apply on time to guarantee consideration. So don’t miss out 
and give us a call to get the funding you deserve.
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Niro strives to provide companies with the knowledge 
and information about funding initiatives that suit their 
needs. Read Niro’s take on industry and market news 
on the NorthBridge Government Funding Blog.

Niro Ragunathan B.Sc.

SUPPORT YOUR NEXT 
CAPITAL ACQUISITION WITH 
GOVERNMENT GRANTS 

Adapting to Changing Trends:
AgriCompetitiveness

AgriCompetitiveness is a five-year, $114.5 million program 
comprising a combination of government initiatives and 
funding that aims to help the sector adapt to global and 
domestic opportunities and issues, respond to market 
trends, enhance business and entrepreneurial capacity and 
manage risks.

Stream A – Facilitating Sector Capacity: Supports the 
value chain roundtables (VCRTs) to provide a forum for 
government and industry to undertake joint action.

Stream B – Fostering Business Development (non-profit 
only): Aims to allow agri-businesses to transition, adapt and 
improve profitability and resilience through the development 
of youth, young and established farmers, farm safety 
initiatives, skills and individual/industry leadership.

Stream C – Facilitating and Supporting a Modern Regulatory 
Environment: Industry and regulatory agency collaboration 
to enable stakeholder participation and adaptation in a 
regulatory environment and enhanced grower access 
to improved pest control tools through the Minor Use 
Pesticides Program.

February 1, 2013 – (AgriInnovation) 
First deadline for applications for R&D stream. 

June 1, 2013 – (AgriInnovation) 
Second deadline for applications for R&D stream.

October 1, 2013 – (AgriInnovation)
Third deadline for applications for R&D stream.

January 31, 2018 – (AgriInnovation) 
Complete research & development  activities.

March 31, 2018 
Complete AgriMarketing activities. All Growing Forward 2 
programs expire. 

Important Deadlines:
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Director of Business Development

Gerry is a Professional Engineer who has been involved in the 
SR&ED program since 2003. He has also gained significant 
business experience managing the operations of a retail 
consumer products distributor and e-commerce direct-sales.

Gerry Fung M.B.A., M.A.Sc, P.Eng

On October 25, 2012, the Honourable Justice Robert J. 
Hogan ruled on a SR&ED appeal by Airmax Technologies 
in the appellant’s favour.  Airmax is an installer of heating, 

ventilation, and air conditioning systems in residential homes who 
worked extensively on the development of a high-static, high-
velocity fan coil system. They invested in the modifications and 
reprogramming of HVAC systems to further reduce their noise, 
improve efficiency, and size issues in townhouses.

Airmax claimed a total of $387,553 in SR&ED expenditures for 2007 
and 2008.  However, a reassessment of Airmax’s SR&ED claims by 
the CRA found that the majority of work claimed on HVAC systems 
was ineligible because it was routine engineering work.  

Airmax disputed this reassessment by appealing to the 
independent Appeals branch of the CRA.  After a thorough 
examination, the Tax Court of Canada concluded that Airmax 
had $387,553 of qualified eligible SR&ED expenditures, based on 
the fact that the five criteria identified by “Northwest Hydraulic 
Consultants Limited v. The Queen” were met: (1) Technological 
risk or uncertainty, (2) Hypothesis aimed at reducing uncertainty, 
(3) Procedures using the scientific method, (4) Technological 
advancement, and (5) A detailed record of hypothesis and test 
results as work progressed.

Written by:
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NEW SR&ED POLICIES 
RELEASED BY CRA

The CRA has recently released a new SR&ED policy and 
procedures document as of December 19, 2012, which will 
come into effect immediately.  Of importance are the new 

policies affecting the eligibility of work for SR&ED. 

The prior information circular (IC86—4R3) described three 
criterion that are required for SR&ED eligibility: (1) Scientific 
or technological advancement, (2) Scientific and technological 
content, and (3) Scientific or technology uncertainty. The new 
policy document further elaborates on the three criterions, and 
provides five questions (that have been established by the courts) 
to provide a logical order for the assessment of SR&ED eligibility:

1.  Was there a scientific or a technological uncertainty—an  
     uncertainty that could not be removed by standard practice?

2. Did the effort involve formulating hypotheses specifically aimed  
     at reducing or eliminating that uncertainty?

3. Was the adopted procedure consistent with the total discipline  
     of the scientific method, including formulating, testing, and    
     modifying the hypotheses?

4. Did the process result in a scientific or a technological  
     advancement?

5. Was a record of the hypotheses tested and the results kept as  
     the work progressed?

The policy changes further emphasize the importance of 
maintaining supporting evidence to substantiate that SR&ED work 
was performed.  Existing SR&ED documentation systems should 
be re-evaluated to ensure that they adequately capture evidence 
to comply with the five questions.

There are currently no technical examples provided to illustrate 
the application of the five questions. However, the CRA has 
committed to posting draft versions of scientific and technical 
examples online (for public consultations) later in 2013.
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SR&ED APPEAL RULED  
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